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the fn-6a with multi-barrel gun mounted in a canister between the two launchers. the fire control system (fcs) includes ir, laser and tv (mlrs) and is located in between the two launchers. the fcs is linked to the pilot through a helmet and head up display (hud). the
hud consists of image sensors for laser identification, and guide the pilot to the target during the engagement. the laser seeker of the fcs can detect up to 30km away and can lock on to targets after a short-range infrared navigation. the laser is preferably
compatible with the laser marking devices to determine the locations of targets and thus determine their altitudes. the front end of the fcs includes both the tv and ir sensors. an optical system is used to link the lenses of the tv and ir sensors to the eyes of the
pilot. the design of fn-6a is inspired by the mbda meteor missile. the recent revealed vehicle-based anti-tank missile launchers include fn-6a, fb-6a, and later zbl-09. the launchers are the derivatives of the earlier fn-6a, fb-6a, and zbl-09 manpads respectively. all
these missiles use the same basic system. fn-6a is a third generation passive infrared man portable air defence system (manpads) developed by china. it is based on the earlier fn-6 passive infrared air defence system developed in 1986, but has minor
improvements such as modified fcs, an improved optical rangefinder, different type of thermal imaging device, and a new type of main fuser. as a result, while the fn-6a's effectiveness is unchanged, it has higher reliability and range. it is in service with the
people's liberation army (pla) since 1993. it has also been exported to malaysia, cambodia, sudan, and peru.
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big data refers to the large amount of data, which cannot be stored or processed using traditional methods. like the internet explosion of information, the volume and variety of data have also increased, which is no longer limited to a small number of people, but
has been progressively growing to every individual or institution. the explosion in the amount of data has far exceeded the development of technology to process large amounts of data, which poses a major challenge for the future of traditional methods. the term

big data was first introduced by john g. kankakela in his article big data: a revolution that will transform the way society manages information in 2001, and it was defined as data sets so large and complex that they are difficult to process with current software
tools and information technologies. in recent years, big data has become the focus of attention in many industries, and its scope has expanded to various fields, including business, financial, social, and knowledge, to name a few. its development is also closely

related to technologies such as e-commerce, sensor networks, social networks, and web applications, and the military field has recently begun to adopt big data to speed up development, improve efficiency, and find new ways to protect and counter threats. ms
has also begun to play an important role in the above-mentioned fields, and the amount of data generated in ms is increasing every year. what is more, the proportion of ms to military applications is rising rapidly, leading to the emergence of ms big data. in

addition to battlefield data captured by systems, such as isr sensors, radar, and data-receiving ground stations, the collection of data from ms simulations will also generate large amounts of data. 5ec8ef588b
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